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Abstract: The whole foot radiography may be taken twice with different
exposure parameters. It produces two images in two radiation exposures;
one is the metatarsal view of the phalange and the other is a tarsal view.
The aim of this study was to study the effects of plastic wedges on whole
foot radiography with one radiation exposure. The plastic wedge was
developed from plastic wood. Whole foot phantom radiographic imaging
was created in anteroposterior and oblique positions with and without
plastic wedges mounted on the collimator of an X-ray machine. A radiation
imaging plate was used as a transmitted-radiation receptor. The radiation
exposure parameter was 54 kilo-voltage at 100 milliamperes for 0.02 sec.
The results showed that the resolution of whole foot phantom radiographic
imaging in both anteroposterior and oblique positions with plastic wedge
mounted on a collimator of an X-ray machine was better than without
plastic wedge mounted on collimator. Percentage of Coefficient Variance
(%CV) of pixel value on radiographic imaging with plastic wedge mounted
on collimator was less than without plastic wedge mounted on collimator.
This finding suggests that plastic wedges can help improve image quality of
whole foot radiography with one radiation exposure.
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Introduction
Injuries or fractures of the foot are quite common. To
initially evaluate patients with foot pain, plain
radiography is widely used in clinics and in hospitals
(Ahn and EL-Khoury, 2007). It plays an important role
as a diagnostic tool due to low cost and is less time
consuming. The bones of the foot include the phalange,
metatarsal and tarsal bones. The density of the phalange
and metatarsal bones is less than that of the tarsal bones.
Bone density affects radiation attenuation. Consequently,
in order to obtain good images of phalange and metatarsal
bones, plain radiography involves lower radiation levels
than tarsal bone plain radiography. In routine procedures
of foot plain radiography, radiologic technologists mostly
use anteroposterior or dorsoplantar and oblique positions
to show each part of the foot bone. To have whole
foot plain radiography, patients must receive four
times the radiation for plain film radiography of
phalange and metatarsal bones in anteroposterior and
oblique views, or for plain film of tarsal bones in
anteroposterior and oblique views (Philip, 1995;
Frank et al., 2012; Long et al., 2012).

A variety of materials have been used as compensators
such as wax (Grabec and Strojan, 2005), plastic
(Paliwal et al., 1998) and cement (Thomsen and Ulsø,
2002). In this study, we attempted to use materials for
compensating density of foot bones. This compensation
was used in order to permit radiation exposures that
result in good quality images of the phalange and
metatarsal bones plain radiography that are similar to
exposures used in tarsal bone plain radiography.
Consequently, whole foot plain radiography would
involve only two plain films for the anteroposterior
and oblique views. Moreover, it was expected that
radiation dosage and time spent performing the
procedure would decrease. This study used plastic
wedges for applications in foot radiography to
compensate for density of foot bones.

Materials and Methods
In order to study radiation absorption coefficients,
plastic plates having a thickness of 1.5 cm were attached
to the collimator of an X-ray machine (Quantum medical
imaging, Caresteam, Quest HF series). Radiation
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dosages were measured using an ionizing chamber
(Capintec 192). The ionizing chamber was placed in the
middle of the X-ray beam, at a distance of 60 cm from
the X-ray tube of a medical diagnostic X-ray machine as
indicated in Fig. 1.
Radiation absorption coefficient was calculated using
the following Equation:

pixel value represented the homogeneity of signal
intensity of foot phantom radiography.
Radiography without the use of mounted plastic
wedges on collimator of X-ray machine is shown in
Fig. 3A. It was found that darkness of image was
uniform. Radiography equipped with mounted plastic
wedges on collimator of X-ray machines is shown in
Fig. 3B. It was found that darkness of image was nonuniform due to radiation being attenuated by the plastic
wedges. The %CV of pixel value in horizontal line on
radiography without and with mounted plastic wedges
on collimator of X-ray machine were 2.6 and 1.7
respectively (Fig. 3C).

I = I 0 e−µ X

When:
I = Transmitted radiation
I0 = Incident radiation
µ = The radiation absorption coefficient
x = Material thickness
In order to study radiation attenuation, plastic wedges
developed having a width of 8.9 cm, a length of ll.4 cm
and a thickness of l.5 cm as shown in Fig. 2.
The electric potential of the X-ray tube was set to 54
kilo-volts (kV). The X-ray tube current was set at 100
milliamperes (mA) and the time of exposure was 0.02
sec (s)(2 mAs) (Knight, 2014). Plastic wedges were
mounted on the collimator of X-ray machines. Radiation
imaging plate was used as a transmitted-radiation
receptor. Radiation imaging plates were placed in the
middle of X-ray beams, at a distance of 100 cm from the
X-ray tube. Image readers created radiographic images
from image plates. Pixel value of images was analyzed
using Osiris Version 4 programs, to determine the
percentage of coefficient variance (%CV). The %CV of

Fig. 1. Experimental design for determining of radiation
absorption coefficient of plastic plate

Fig. 2. Plastic wood wedge (A) side view, (B) 3D view
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Fig. 3. Radiography image without (A) and with (B) mounted plastic wedge on collimator of X-ray machine. The relationship
between pixel values and horizontal line of radiography image without and with mounted plastic wedge (C)

phantom image in anterior-posterior position equipped
with mounted plastic wedges on collimator of X-ray
machine was higher than without mounted plastic
wedge on collimator. The %CV of pixel value in
vertical line of foot phantom image without and with
mounted plastic wedge on collimator were 24.8 and
8.7, respectively (Fig. 4C).
The radiograph of foot phantom in oblique position
before and after attaching plastic wedge on collimator
of X-ray machine is shown in Fig. 5. The results
showed that the resolution of foot phantom image in
oblique position with mounted plastic wedge on
collimator of X-ray machine was higher than without
mounted plastic wedge on collimator. The %CV of
pixel value in vertical line on foot phantom image
without and with mounted plastic wedge on collimator
were 18.5 and 7.9, respectively (Fig. 5C).

In order to examine signal intensity of foot
phantom radiographed in anterior-posterior and
oblique positions, the electric potential of X-ray tube
was set to 54 kV. X-ray tube current was set at 100
mA and time of exposure was 0.02 s. Plastic wedges
were mounted on collimators of an X-ray machine.
Radiation imaging plates were placed in the middle of
X-ray beam, at a distance of 100 cm from the X-ray
tube of the X-ray machine. Pixel value of image was
analyzed by using Osiris Version 4 programs.

Results
The radiography of foot phantom in anteriorposterior position without and with mounted plastic
wedges on collimator of X-ray machine is shown in
Fig. 4. The results showed that the resolution of foot
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Fig. 4. Foot phantom radiography image in anterior-posterior position without (A) and with mounted plastic wedge on
collimator of X-ray machine (B). The relationship between pixel values and vertical line on radiography image without
and with mounted plastic wedge (C)

Fig. 5. Foot phantom radiography image in oblique position without (A) and with (B) mounted plastic wedge on collimator of X-ray
machine. The relationship between pixel values and vertical line on radiography image without and with mounted plastic wedge (C)
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Discussion and Conclusion

Funding Information

Foot radiography is commonly used to diagnose foot
disease in clinics and hospitals. Foot radiography has to
be taken twice using different exposure parameters
because foot has different density of element bones. This
process produces two images in two exposures; one is
the phalange and metatarsal view and the other is tarsal
view. It has a disadvantage in that the patient receives
double the radiation dosage because the exposure is
taken twice. In addition, it increases the time required for
the process and the workload of the radiographer. To
overcome such a disadvantage, the compensation filter
can be applied to foot radiography. The results show that
foot radiography can be taken using one exposure
parameter, decreases the time required for the process
and also decreases the workload of the radiographer.
Compensation filters cannot only reduce radiation
dosages to patients by absorbing low energy radiation
(Manninen et al., 1986), but they also improve
radiographic image quality (Gonçalves et al., 2004). Our
results show that the plastic wedge can compensate for
bone density on phalange and metatarsal regions.
Consequently, we used only one exposure for phalange,
metatarsal and tarsal view. In addition, our plastic
wedges can improve homogeneity of signal intensity of
foot radiographic images, resulting in increased resolution
of foot bones. Our results corresponded to another authors,
as well. Kitagawa and Farman (2004) reported that the
Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) of Dexis intraoral
radiographic imaging system improved with higher
filtration (Kitagawa and Farman, 2004). Wieder and
Adams (1981) showed that aluminum filter can
improves resolution of chest radiographs. In addition,
Jennings et al. (1999) reported that filtration improved
imagery of bony structures, provided excellent softtissue visualization and lowered patient exposure.
Moreover, the compensating filter was used to improve
imaging a spine radiograph. Daud et al. (2014) reported
that the compensating filter could increase image
quality in lateral projection of thoraco-lumbar
radiography. Finally, we concluded that plastic wedge
in this study could compensate for foot bone density
and improve the homogeneity of signal intensity of
foot radiography. Plastic wedge is promising to use as
a foot radiographic compensator.
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